
SETTING OF HIDES

In formal Scent Work trials, highly experienced and talented trial o�cials will set the
hides. Ensuring hides can indeed be found and are level-appropriate is an art! There
are countless factors that may a�ect the odor picture, including but not limited to,
weather, temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, airflow and the presence or
absence of objects in the environment.

Since the goal of Cyber Scent Work is to promote as many dogs and handlers
become involved in Scent Work as possible, we do NOT have a requirement that
approved o�cials set the hides.

We do, however, recommend that handlers and assistants learn as much as they
can about odor theory.

Here are some recommended resources:

● Hide Placement and Odor Movement Seminar taught by Laurel Scarioni
● Hide Placement for Trial O�cials by Michelle Doram
● Hound and Found’s How Scent and Airflow Works.

OTHER HELPFUL TOOLS

Other helpful tools include smoke pens or a smoke pencil, which can help one better
visualize what odor may do within a given space. The Wind Tunnel Free app is
another wonderful tool designed to provide a representation of what airflow may do
within a given space.

PRACTICE BEFOREHAND

The biggest piece of advice is to practice setting hides and running the dog on them
before submitting any entries to Cyber Scent Work. Practicing in this way will allow
handlers and assistants to have a much better idea of what odor may do within a
given environment.
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https://www.scentworku.com/online-seminars/hide-placement-and-odor-movement
https://www.scentworku.com/prep-and-excel-at-trial-program/USCSS%3A-Hide-Placement-for-Trial
https://houndandthefound.wordpress.com/2012/02/22/how-scent-and-airflow-works/?fbclid=IwAR3VtVpylVFEpexssaEbdYcVxl3KPa3_0cYJgceVHLmUju6AL5rssqXwWZM
https://www.amazon.com/Regin-2-PACK-finding-drafts-leaks/dp/B01N7JNGAV/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?dchild=1&keywords=SMOKE+PENS&qid=1618756469&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEzNlkwQTEyMlJBOFpFJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwNzIxNjQ5M0RaWVBWUlJQMzRKVyZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwNjcxOTA5MkhHS0k4MVNPM0c2NCZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=
https://www.amazon.com/Smoke-Pencil-Detection-Handheld-Detector/dp/B08XJQM17T/ref=sr_1_4?dchild=1&keywords=SMOKE+PENCIL&qid=1618756540&sr=8-4
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.algorizk.windtunnellite&hl=en_US&gl=US


FOOD AND PAIRED ODOR HIDES

It is essential when using food and paired odor hides that the dog is able to reach
the hide itself to self-reward. This means NO inaccessible hides (e.g. hides within
closed drawers or closets) or elevated hides that are above the dog’s head that lack
a way for the dog to safely reach them.

Here are some tips for food and paired odor hides:

● For food hides, we recommend balancing the treat/food on top of an empty
metal tin or similar odor vessel that has never come into contact with odor.

● For paired hides, ensure any scented cotton swabs are placed inside the odor
vessel and the treat is balanced on top of the outside of the odor vessel.

● Depending on where you place your hide, it may be easier to use stickier
treats (e.g. liverwurst, peanut butter, etc.).

● Even though these hides must be accessible, they can still be placed so they
are not easily seen by the handler (e.g. the underside of a chair).

REMOVABLE OBJECT V. ENVIRONMENTAL HIDES

Whenever possible, placing a hide on a removable object is preferrable. This will
keep the potential odor contamination in the space to a minimum.

This does NOT mean that all search areas need to be staged or filled with objects
that are out-of-place. Rather, handlers and assistants are urged to be creative in
how they design their search areas.

Here are some suggestions to get you thinking:

● Fake deadbolt with the odor vessel within it attached to the doorframe via a
magnet.

● Fake rock that has the odor vessel within it.
● Extra weather stripping with the odor vessel within it and then placed over

existing weather stripping.
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https://www.amazon.com/Spare-Looks-Outdoor-Garden-Geocaching/dp/B07FLTQ8NG/ref=sr_1_8?dchild=1&keywords=fake+rock&qid=1618595595&sr=8-8


If placing an environmental hide (e.g. on a tree trunk, on a wall, on a piece of
furniture, etc.), be careful about the odor vessel you choose (ideally the handler will
not be able to see it as they are working the dog), ensure odor can indeed escape so
the dog can source it and clean the area once the search is finished with white
vinegar.

Here are some considerations when placing an environmental hide:

● Are there any safety concerns?
● Where will the odor be potentially going?
● Will the dog still be able to source it?

○ If placing a hide on a fence, where is the wind taking the odor? Is the
dog blocked from getting to the odor itself?

● Where is the sun and shade and how will this a�ect the odor (will the odor rise
and spread or fall and stay close to the hide itself)?

CHOOSING SEARCH AREAS

The goal of Cyber Scent Work is to promote as many dogs as possible to participate
in the game of Scent Work as possible. This may include dogs who have significant
environmental sensitivities. As such, it is the responsibility of the handlers to choose
search areas where their dogs will be safe and able to rise to the challenges of the
search. Safety is of paramount importance, so if a handler determines it would be
safer for a dog to only search in familiar locations (at home, at a friend’s house, at a
dog training facility), they may do so. This includes the upper levels of Cyber Scent
Work where the requirements list “ideally, search a novel location”. Safety always
comes first.

RULES TO FOLLOW

When choosing a search area, handlers must follow these rules:

1. Dogs must be permitted on the grounds.
2. If a business, written or verbal permission must be obtained prior to filming

the searches.
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3. All steps must be taken to ensure the safety of the dog, the handler, the
assistant, any volunteers and public at-large (human and canine alike).

a. Includes but not limited to scoping the area out ahead of time and
passing on a location if loose dogs are commonplace.

GENERAL RULES FOR SEARCH AREAS

When setting up a search area to be run and filmed for Cyber Scent Work, there are
some general rules to keep in mind:

1. The boundaries of the search area should be visibly marked with surveyor
flags and/or painters tape.

2. The entirety of the search area, including where the hides are located, must be
included in the video submitted to Cyber Scent Work to review.

3. All search areas must be left better than how handlers found them.
a. All brought in objects removed.
b. Dog is cleaned up after.
c. Any garbage in the area is cleaned up and removed.
d. All hides are counted, accounted for and retrieved.
e. Any hide locations are wiped down with white vinegar or Zero Odor

after the searches are done.
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https://k9nwsource.com/shop/zero-odor-spray?fbclid=IwAR1CWXXB0d_-C1fAUSg_NDmYP6ghxSXUFXdAL9ieq-gtg4XDqnwKQPuiJAM

